8 Color, 10-Parameter Flow Cytometry to Elucidate Complex Leukocyte Heterogeneity
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We developed the chemistry, instrumentation, and software technologies needed to measure, simultaneously and independently, eight different fluorescent molecules on individual cells. Conjugation of these fluorochromes to monoclonal antibodies is straightforward; all immunofluorescence staining is accomplished with direct stains only. We built a hybrid flow cytometer with eight fluorescence detectors and two light scatter channels, with excitation provided by three spatially separated laser beams emitting at 407 nm, 488 nm, and 595 nm. The fluorescence compensation required to make the data orthogonal is of sufficient complexity that it cannot be performed manually; thus, we use software to compensate the data post hoc, based on data collected from singly stained compensation control samples. In this report, we evaluate the 8 color staining technology. Of the seven fluorochromes other than fluorescein, six have a useful brightness at least as great as fluorescein. Three of the fluorochromes (phycoerythrin, allophycocyanin, and the Cy5 resonance energy tandem of phycoerythrin) are considerably brighter than fluorescein and are useful for detecting antigens expressed at low levels. Finally, we show the power and utility of the 8 color, 10-parameter technology using staining experiments on both human and murine immune systems.
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The advantages of multicolor flow cytometric analysis are well known; over the past 25 years there has been a continuous desire to analyze simultaneously more parameters of each cell. Nonetheless, developments to increase the number of useful parameters has stagnated over the past 15 years—4 color analysis (first performed in the early 1980s) has been supplanted by 5 color analysis in very few laboratories. Three reasons contribute to this relative lack of progress: 1) the low number of available fluorochrome conjugates; 2) the extreme limitations imposed by extant software, which did not allow for the complex types of analyses and postcollection compensation required by high-order multiparameter collections; and 3) the difficulty in adapting commercial flow cytometry platforms to analyze simultaneously more than four or five fluorescences.

The need for more than 5 color analysis has become very clear. The complexity of the immune system is such that identification of phenotypically (and functionally) homogeneous subsets requires the simultaneous measurement of at least six cell surface antigens. Using peripheral human T cells as an example: a minimum of three antigens are required to identify uniquely T cell lineages (i.e., CD3, CD4, and CD8; all three must be present to resolve the CD4+CD8- and CD4+CD8+ from the single positive T cells). In addition, another three colors are required to identify functionally distinct memory lineages (e.g., CD45RA, CD62L, and CD11a). Unique identification of B cell subsets requires at least three measurements and NK subsets require at least four. Unless subsets are uniquely identified by appropriate multiple markers, comparative functional studies between individuals will be artefactually affected by a differential (and unknown) representation of unresolved, functionally distinct subsets.

High-order multiparametric analysis is also required to combine functional and phenotypic analyses. For instance, the assignment of “Th1” or “Th2” to a particular cell (or subset) requires not only the phenotypic markers noted above, but also two additional measurements devoted to...
intracellular quantitation of cytokines such as interleukin-4 and γ-interferon. In addition, it is useful to combine other functional measurements such as cell cycle analysis or apoptosis with complete phenotypic identification of cell subsets.

In the past two years, we have made significant advances in the hardware, software, and reagents for flow cytometry analysis. As a result, we have increased our capabilities to the level of seven colors (plus forward and side scatter) with two-laser excitation and eight colors with three-laser excitation. Our reagents include the more commonly-used fluorochromes fluorescein (FITC), phycoerythrin (PE), Cy5PE, Texas Red (TR), allophycocyanin (APC), and Cascade Blue (CB); to this combination we added two relatively new tandem dyes: Cy7PE and Cy7APC. The development and spectral properties of Cy7 tandem dyes for use in immunoglobulin staining experiments has been previously described (23).

Here we describe in detail the development of the 8 color, 10-parameter system. We compare the eight different fluorochrome reagents for use in immunostaining experiments and describe the complex compensation required for analysis. Finally, we show two examples of 8 color staining to demonstrate the power of this approach in dissecting the immune system.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Antibody Reagents

Unconjugated antibodies were either purified from ascites or tissue culture supernatant or obtained in concentrated form from PharMingen (San Diego, CA). Conjugated antibodies were prepared in our laboratory with the exception of FITC CD8 and Cy5PE RA3-6B2 (PharMingen). Conjugation of all reagents was done as previously described (21).

Cell Staining and Analysis

Human PBMC or mouse bone marrow leukocytes were obtained by standard methods; at least 10^6 cells were used for each stain. Cells were stained on ice for 15 min with fluorescently conjugated antibodies and then washed three times with staining medium (biotin, flavin-deficient RPMI supplemented with 4% newborn calf serum and 0.02% sodium azide). For murine cell analysis, 1 mM EDTA was added to the staining medium to reduce cellular aggregation. Flow cytometry analyses were performed on a hybrid instrument (as described below). Data were collected by FACS-Desk (18) and compensated and analyzed using FlowJo (TreeStar, San Carlos, CA).

Cytometry Hardware

The instrumentation used for this report is a hybrid (Fig. 1). The main optics bench was derived from a FACStarPlus (Becton Dickinson, San Jose, CA). MoFlo electronics (Cytomation, Fort Collins, CO) was used to collect and digitize the data from the ten parameters at 12-bit resolution. Finally, our own electronics was used to control the photomultiplier tube (PMT) voltages, interface the signals from the bench to the MoFlo, and to handle data transfers to the VAX system.

Laser excitation was provided by two primary lasers and a dye head. A 5-watt Innova-90 Argon ion laser (Coherent, Sunnyvale, CA) was run in “all lines” mode; a dichroic mirror near the output of this laser reflected part of the
shorter wavelength light (mostly 488 nm) away from the main beam. This beam was filtered to pass only 488 nm light and was steered into the first laser position below the nozzle. The remainder of the “all lines” beam was directed into a dye head tuned to 595 nm; the output of the dye laser was steered into the third laser position. Finally, the second laser on the bench was a UV-violet-enhanced Innova-300 Krypton laser (Coherent) operating with 407 nm emission steered into the second laser position below the nozzle. Thus, three parallel but non-collinear beams were used for excitation. Appropriate delay timing was set to collect fluorescences arising from each of the three different excitation beams.

The optical layout was an extension of the standard 5 color layout available on the FACStarPlus (Fig. 2). The primary difference is the presence of three separate apertures, two of which are backed by 45° mirrors, at the focus of the fluorescence signals (Fig. 2, inset). This assembly directs each of the three laser emissions to a different set of photomultiplier tubes (PMTs). The dichroic and interference filters used for each channel are shown in Figure 2. Note the presence of additional relay lenses used in the extended optical layout to ensure proper delivery of light onto the detectors. We used standard PMTs for all detectors except the Cy7 channels, for which we used Hamamatsu R3896 (red-sensitive) PMTs. The R3896 PMTs gave an increase in signal-to-noise of approximately two-fold for Cy7 signals; we found no benefit from using an R636 Gallium-arsenide PMT (data not shown).

RESULTS

Fluorochrome Reagents

The ability to measure simultaneously many different fluorescences on individual cells has two requirements: multiple non-collinear excitation beams and a spectral resolution which minimizes emission overlap. We minimized detector cross-talk by appropriate selection of dyes and excitation conditions (including laser wavelength and power). In addition, we selected optimal optical filters to minimize signal overlap without losing too much intensity (Fig. 2).

Fluorochromes chosen for immunophenotyping should be as “bright” as possible in order to achieve the greatest sensitivity. Brightness, as used in this report, is an empirical quantity that relates not only physical properties, including the extinction coefficient, lifetime, and quantum efficiency of a given fluor, but also detector sensitivity, background noise, and autofluorescence contributions from cellular material in that portion of the spectrum. To date, fluorescein (FITC), Texas Red (TR), the phycobiliproteins phycoerythrin (PE) and allophycocyanin (APC), and a resonance energy transfer tandem dye Cy5PE have been commonly used in flow cytometry analyses because they are bright and spectrally well-resolved dyes. To extend the capabilities to 8 color analyses, we chose the new tandems Cy7PE and Cy7APC (23), because these are well resolved spectrally from the others. In addition, we use Cascade Blue (CB) excited by a 407 nm Krypton laser line (manuscript in preparation).

The fluorescence spectra of these eight dyes are shown in Figure 3. For any given excitation beam, the fluorescence emissions are well resolved, such that interference filters that selectively pass the primary fluorescence of interest can be easily chosen.

Useful Brightness of Fluorochromes

In order to assess the brightness (and utility) of these fluorochromes, direct conjugates of anti-human CD8 were conjugated with each. Saturating concentrations of the antibodies were used to stain human PBMC in combination with either FITC CD3 or CB CD3; the histograms corresponding to the CD3+ cells from each of the stained samples are shown in Figure 4. Each of the fluorescent dyes resolves CD8 T cells from other T cells very well; all of the dyes except CB appear to separate these cells from CD8−T cells as well or better than FITC. Indeed, quantification of the peak positions shows that this is the case, as shown in Table 1.

The useful brightness of a conjugate can be evaluated in several ways. The simplest is the ratio of the median signals of the positive to unstained cells. However, this does not take into account that the distribution of the negative population may be quite different for different spectral regions. Indeed, for the far-red channels there are so few photoelectrons (on the order of 1–10) collected for unstained cells that the absolute signal level of these cells is not necessarily meaningful.

Another measure of useful brightness is the resolution of the two peaks (positive and negative). In Table 1, this value was calculated by normalizing the signal level of the positively stained cells to a measure of the variation in the negative population. This is a value akin to a “t-score”; it is related to how well separated the peaks actually are and makes no assumptions about absolute signal levels for either the stained or unstained populations. For our instrument, the amount of signal in the far-red channels is so low for the APC and Cy7APC channels that the “autofluorescence” peak actually bifurcates—into events with zero or one photoelectrons. This increases the peak width of the autofluorescent cells, thereby significantly reducing this particular brightness estimator for APC and Cy7APC.

A final measure of brightness also takes into account the general “stickiness” of the reagents—the tendency of some fluorochrome conjugates to display increased nonspecific binding to cells (Table 1). To quantify this value, the signal level of the positively stained cells is compared to the signal level of CD8−cells present in the stained population—cells that have autofluorescence equivalent to the CD8+ lymphocytes (data not shown).

All three measures of brightness give the same general order when comparing reagents (the main difference being the absolute value of the computed brightness). CB is the least bright, being about one-third the brightness of FITC. FITC, Cy7PE, and Cy7APC are roughly equivalent. TR is about threefold brighter than FITC (but suffers from unusually high background binding commonly observed for TR reagents). Finally, PE, Cy5PE, and APC are 5–10 times as bright as FITC. This order is consistent with the
brightest reagents being farther red in the spectrum; however, for the Cy7 tandems the transfer efficiency as well as the detector efficiency at >750 nm is dropping off sufficiently that their brightness is less than APC or Cy5PE.

**Complex Compensation**

While the fluorescence emissions are well-resolved, there is still considerable spectral overlap. In other words, most of the fluorochromes show appreciable signal in more than one detector. The exception to this is CB, which has no emission components from the detectors for 488 nm or 595 nm excited dyes; likewise, none of the other fluors is excited by the 407 nm line to emit at 440 nm.

To correct for the spectral overlap, compensation must be performed to make the measured values orthogonal.
Because of the great number of different corrections required for the 8 color system, compensation cannot be performed manually using pair-wise controls, as are found on commercial flow cytometers; complete compensation requires computer assistance. Because we currently do not have such a system designed into the electronics, we collect uncompensated signal values and use software to compensate the data at the time of analysis (24).

To compensate a sample properly, we singly stain cells with representative reagents for each fluorochrome. These singly stained samples are collected and analyzed; the compensation matrix can be computed from the resulting fluorescence measured in all of the channels. A typical spillover (spectral overlap) matrix is given in Table 2. The values in this table directly show the amount of fluorescence from any given fluorochrome detected in the other channels.

In order to perform the compensation, this matrix must be inverted to generate the compensation coefficient matrix (24). The matrix resulting from this operation in Table 2 is shown in Table 3; the values in Table 3 are those that correspond most closely to the compensation values that are set on typical instruments performing pair-wise compensation between two fluorescence channels.

**Application to Murine Leukocyte Staining**

We explored the utility of using eight colors for flow cytometric phenotyping of mouse bone marrow cells. In this case, in place of FITC-conjugated monoclonal antibodies we used the FITC detector to detect BEX GFP (blue-excited Green Fluorescent Protein) expression (2). Unlike other GFPs which lack the S65T mutation, BEX is primarily excited at 488 nm, with little excitation at 407 nm. Thus, the krypton laser can be used for the excitation of CB without significant compensation with BEX (manuscript in preparation). The mice from which we obtained bone marrow expresses BEX as a transgene driven by an H2-K (class I MHC) promoter; expression of the BEX GFP is closely correlated with H2-K expression in individual cells (manuscript in preparation). The transgenic mice used in these experiments have detectable BEX expression in 20–40% of hematopoietic cells. As transgenic mice derived from a separate founder exhibit GFP transgene expression in almost all bone marrow cells (RG, unpublished results), the lower frequency of BEX expression in these animals is most likely due to a position effect at the transgene insertion site.

In order to investigate transgene expression within the B cell lineage, we stained cells with the panel of seven monoclonals indicated in Figure 5 (IgM, CD22, IgD, B220, Gr-1, AA4.1, and HSA). In addition, the dye propidium iodide was used to detect and exclude dead cells (6) in the Cy5PE channel, without significant overlap with B220-Cy5PE-positive cells. Figure 5 shows that a significant fraction of Gr-1⁺ cells (a marker of the myeloid/granulocyte lineage (8)) express GFP. Smaller fractions of B220-
positive cells (a B lineage marker in most cases (3, 25)) and Gr-1-negative, B220-negative cells express BEX. Gr-1+ cells were excluded from further analyses; this gating eliminates not only Gr-1+ cells but also the most autofluorescent cells as well as cells that express Fc receptors. Examination of all B220+ Gr-1-negative cells for the expression of IgD and IgM (data not shown) revealed three distinct populations of cells. For convenience, we define IgD- IgMlo/lo cells as Population I, IgM- IgD lo (i.e., IgM+, IgD non- or low-expressing cells) as Population II, and IgD- IgM- as Population III. Pop. I cells, expected to be composed predominantly of mature, recirculating B cells (1, 9) have the largest percent of GFP-positive cells. Pop. II, with fewer GFP+ cells, contains immature IgM+ cells (10). Pop. III, which includes mostly pro- and pre-B cells, has the least proportion of GFP+ cells.

These B220+ Gr-1- populations can be defined more specifically using the monoclonal AA4.1 (Fig. 5). AA4.1 has been used previously to isolate stem cells (11), B cell precursors (5, 14-17), and "bi-potent" progenitors that can differentiate along myeloid or B cell pathways (4, 12). It has also been noted that approximately 50% of cells with surface Ig in bone marrow were AA4.1+ (15). Using a bright APC conjugate of AA4.1, it is evident that most B220+ bone marrow cells express AA4.1. Figure 5 further shows that Populations I, II, and III are differentially represented among AA4.1+ cells; most notably, Pop. I is significantly underrepresented in AA4.1+ cells. Finally, for each of the fine subsets plots of CD22 expression (a mature B cell marker) versus GFP expression and CD22 versus HSA expression (mature B cells are HSA intermediate, low, or null) are shown.

In AA4.1+ cells, Pop. I is comprised mostly of CD22+ HSA lo cells (in agreement with (7)). Pop. II is uniformly CD22+/lo and HSA+. Pop. III, which includes mostly pro- and pre-B cells is CD22+/lo and is mostly HSA+ (Fr. B, C, D using Hardy’s criteria (10)). Pop. III includes some HSA-/lo cells (predominantly Fr. A (10, 14)).

In contrast, AA4.1- cells have a striking increase in the fraction of IgD+ cells. Note that Pop. II is reduced among...
AA4.1\(^+\) cells and the distribution of IgM of this population is quite different from that of AA4.1\(^-\) cells. For example, in the AA4.1\(^-\) compartment, Pop. III includes significantly more CD22\(^+\), GFP\(^+\), and HSA\(^-\) cells than are found among AA4.1\(^+\) Pop. III cells. AA4.1\(^+\) B220\(^+\) IgM\(^-\)IgD\(^-\) cells are almost exclusively pre- and pre-B cells (data not shown). The corresponding AA4.1\(^-\) B220\(^+\) IgM\(^-\)IgD\(^-\) population may contain mature B cells, as suggested by the presence of CD22\(^+\) GFP\(^-\) HSA\(^-\) cells. We have yet to examine these cells for surface IgG. It will be interesting to determine if memory or antibody secreting cells reside within this population.

**Application to Human Leukocyte Staining**

Peripheral T cells in the human can be divided into a number of subsets. These divisions can be classified as lineages (e.g., CD4 versus CD8 T cells) and as differentiation stages (e.g., naive versus memory). Based on functional and phenotypic studies, naive T cells have been defined as those T cells expressing CD45RA and CD62L (19, 20, 22); memory cells lack one or both of these markers. We explored the phenotypic heterogeneity of naive and memory T cells within several T cell lineages in human peripheral blood.

To divide the T cells into lineages, we used antibodies to CD3 (to define T cells), CD4, CD8, and the gd\(^-\) T cell receptor. To define differentiation stages, we used antibodies to CD45RA and CD62L. Finally, to explore the heterogeneity of these subsets we examined the expression of CD11a and CD57.

Figure 6 shows the progressive gating to define six T cell lineages. We can identify two lineages of gd\(^-\) T cells (CD4\(^+\) and CD4\(^-\); the latter express zero to low levels of CD8). Of the \(\alpha\beta \) T cells, we identify four distinct lineages: the CD4 helper cells (CD4\(^+\)CD8\(^-\)), the CD8 cytotoxic/suppressor cells (CD4\(^-\)CD8\(^+\)), the double-negative cells (DN, CD4\(^-\)CD8\(^-\)), and cells which express CD4 and dimly express CD8 (CD8\(^{dim}\)). The CD8\(^{dim}\) T cells are phenotypically and functionally distinct from the other subsets (27);
in particular, they express the CD8αα homodimer rather than the CD8αβ heterodimer. Finally, within the αβ T cells we can identify, in general, at least four subsets based on the differentiation markers CD45RA and CD62L (Fig. 6).

CD57 and CD11a have been used previously to distinguish differentiated subsets of T cells. CD11a is expressed on all T cells, but occurs at higher levels on memory subsets (26). The expression of CD57 is reciprocal to CD28; its expression has been thought to mark terminally differentiated T cells (13).

Examination of the T cell subsets for CD57 and CD11a reveals several features that are consistent across all lineages. First, naive T cells, as expected, express lower levels of CD11a and essentially no CD57. Memory T cells that express CD62L (and are CD45RA−) can be divided into cells which express low or high levels of CD11a—although this distinction is often lost in the smear of the distribution. In addition, there is a subset which dimly expresses CD57 (and, perhaps surprisingly, relatively low CD11a). The CD45RA− CD62L− subset has a greater frequency of cells which express CD57; the highest frequency of CD57 expression (and brightest expression) is found on the CD45RA+ CD62L+ subset. It is remarkable that lineages which are functionally so distinct as CD4 and CD8 T cells have differentiation stages with such highly conserved phenotypic properties.

**DISCUSSION**

We report here some of the first experiments performed using 8 color, 10-parameter flow cytometry analysis. While at first this technology may seem esoteric, it has become apparent that this degree of resolution is necessary for identifying unique cell populations within the immune system. Based on functional studies, we believe that, using...
8 color phenotyping, we are beginning to identify phenotypically and functionally homogeneous subsets—a primary goal of flow cytometric analysis.

The power of the 8 color analysis is readily apparent by the complex data presented in Figures 5 and 6. These two figures represent analysis of a single tube (each); data for 1–3 × 10^5 cells was collected. From this data, we are able to resolve dozens of phenotypically distinct T cell subsets in human peripheral blood.

In addition to the ability to finely subset lymphocytes, the 8 color technology gives us the ability to combine phenotypic and functional analysis to a degree previously unattainable. For instance, we can subset T cells using five different antibodies (CD3, CD4, CD8, CD45RA, and CD62L), and then use two antibodies to measure cytokine profile (e.g., IL4 and γ-IFN) and one color to measure apoptosis (annexin V). Thus, we can quantify several functional capacities of fine T cell subsets. This will be crucial to understanding whether phenotypic heterogeneities such as that seen in Figure 6 are meaningful or not.

The murine staining example demonstrates the power of 8 color flow cytometry analysis for immunophenotyping as well as detection of a GFP reporter gene. Based on this figure alone, we can divide murine bone marrow B lineage cells into at least six subsets. In addition, we show that several of these subsets display further heterogeneity and exhibit unique features compared to other populations. Our general strategy is to select reagents such that the gating uses both exclusion and inclusion criteria, i.e., Gr-1 expression as an exclusion criterion and B220 expression as an inclusion criterion. The lineage-defined cells are then examined for markers of interest, e.g., A44.1—for which there is little information about expression during differentiation. Correlating expression of this marker with other well-defined cell surface proteins (e.g., IgM, IgD, CD22, HSA), as well as a BEX reporter of the H2K promoter, can be used to make inferences about B cell maturation in bone marrow. Finally, we demonstrated that BEX transgenic mice can be evaluated for GFP expression simultaneously with the expression of seven distinct cell surface antigens. This lays the foundation for exploiting the power of 8 color flow cytometry for evaluation of GFP reporter genes within defined immune system subsets.

There were a number of obstacles to achieving 8 color analysis. First was the development of appropriate reagents (some of which are described in detail elsewhere (2, 23)). Antibodies conjugated to most of these reagents are commercially available; at this time, the Cy7 tandem and CB conjugates must be synthesized in the laboratory (21).

The second obstacle was the electronics. Currently, only the Cytometry MoFlo electronics module is able to collect ten measurable parameters and use three different delay timers (for three-laser excitation); thus, we built a hybrid instrument using these electronics. The extended optical layout has been somewhat problematic; the emission paths are very long and it is critical to maintain proper beam path alignment at every juncture.

Finally, we found it necessary to develop an entirely new software package capable of performing the multidimensional compensation (24), plus organizing and presenting the complex datasets that arise from multiparameter analyses.

Compensation has become one of the most critical aspects of the analysis. Whereas in 2 color staining compensation is easy to assess at the time of collection, the multiple interactions make it impossible to do so with 8 color staining. In addition, it is important to remember that each lot of a tandem dye (Cy5PE, Cy7PE, Cy7APC) will have different spectral characteristics—as will APC reagents obtained from different manufacturers. In general, compensation will be different for two different Cy5PE reagents. We collect data for a single-stained sample for each different lot of each of the tandems used in an experiment. In a typical four-tube experiment (using as many as 32 different reagents), we would have approximately a dozen different compensation samples. The software is selectively applies the appropriate compensation matrices to each of these analyses.

It is important to note that many of the values in a typical compensation matrix (such as shown in Table 3) are negative. This is because of the interaction between different compensation values. For instance, FITC has a significant contribution of fluorescence to the Cy5PE channel. A pair-wise compensation between FITC and Cy5PE would require about 1.6% compensation. However, the PE to Cy5PE compensation already removes a contribution of the FITC (because of the contribution of FITC into the PE channel). Indeed, this second compensation removes too much of the FITC signal (because the spectral overlap of PE into the Cy5PE channel compared to the PE channel is more than that of the FITC into the Cy5PE channel compared to FITC in the PE channel). The net result is that some of the FITC signal must actually be added back into the Cy5PE channel—i.e., a negative compensation value. In addition to the sheer number of compensations required, the interaction between the values makes it essentially impossible to set the compensation values manually.

An unfortunate disadvantage to the large number of compensations is the concomitant loss in dynamic range. Part of this loss results from often having to subtract several significant signal components from other dyes before evaluating the residual signal due to the dye of...
interest on that measurement channel. Additional losses are introduced into the compensation calculations because of imperfect logarithmic conversion of the signals. Our logarithmic amplifiers show as great as 5% deviation across the four-decade range of signals. The deviation leads to inaccuracies in computing the absolute signal intensity from the digitized log data. The absolute signal intensity is required for the linear transformation used in compensation; for some channels, this error is introduced several times as multiple parameters have significant compensations into that channel. The net result is a broadening of all distributions (and especially the “negative” populations with the lowest signal levels); a broader distribution means less resolution of positive and negative populations and is mathematically equivalent to a loss in dynamic range.

Future instrument developments should focus on performing the compensation “live”—i.e., before conversion to log data. Alternatively, collection of very high resolution linear values (at least 16 bit data) allows for accurate compensation during the analysis stage (software logarithmic conversion would then be used to present the data in the desired format).

Perhaps one of the most important lessons that we have learned in the application of 8 color flow cytometry is that there is a great need for new software analysis tools. Some of these tools, such as compensation and log-conversion of linear data, are currently available in only a few software packages. More importantly, however, is the requirement for software which allows for logical analysis of the highly complex datasets generated by >5 parameter collections. New paradigms for the analysis as well as presentation of data are needed. For example, in both Figures 5 and 6 there is much more complexity within the datasets than we are able to show here—indeed, it is nearly impossible to present raw data from these analyses in a way which can be quickly grasped by even experienced persons.

Our 8 color studies have demonstrated that this technology is not only powerful, it has quickly become requisite for understanding the complexity of the immune system. Before this technology can be used by a wide variety of researchers, however, there are still several obstacles that must be overcome: Manufacturers must start making instrument benches that can be extended to more than seven or eight parameters. These instruments need to have computer-assisted instrument set-up, calibration, and data collection. Software developers have to give us new and powerful tools, and the reagent manufacturers have to start supplying many more fluorochrome-conjugated versions of their monoclonal antibodies.

What is the future for increasing the number of colors? At this time, there is only a single color from the Krypton 407 nm laser line; there are additional fluorochromes which can be excited efficiently by this laser line and have emissions that are spectrally resolved from CB (manuscript in preparation). In addition, there is a mutant of GFP, VEX, which is efficiently detected using this system (2). These have already provided us with a ninth color; it is certainly conceivable that there are tandem dyes that can be specifically excited at 407 nm and emit in the orange or red region of the spectrum that will provide even more independent colors. It may also be possible to squeeze more colors out of the 488 nm line—for example, by using Cy5.5-PE tandems—however, there is already so much spectral overlap that these may be of little value. The increases in colors will more likely come from the use of additional excitation beams in the far red, using infra-red fluorescent dyes. In any case, it is clear that we have not yet reached the limit on the number of available colors and will, over the next decade, probably achieve nearly a dozen useful fluorescence parameters.
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